This study aims to unravel the mechanism of colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) observed in n-type HgCr2Se4, in which low-density conduction electrons are exchange-coupled to a threedimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet with a Curie temperature TC ≈ 105 K. Near room temperature the electron transport exhibits an ordinary semiconducting behavior. As temperature drops below T * ≃ 2.1 TC, the magnetic susceptibility deviates from the Curie-Weiss law, and concomitantly the transport enters an intermediate regime exhibiting a pronounced CMR effect before a transition to metallic conduction occurs at T < TC . Our results suggest an important role of spin correlations not only near the critical point, but also for a wide range of temperatures (TC < T < T * ) in the paramagnetic phase. In this intermediate temperature regime the transport undergoes a percolation type of transition from isolated magnetic polarons to a continuous network when temperature is lowered or magnetic field becomes stronger.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), the negative magnetoresistance (MR) with magnitude much larger than those observed in conventional ferromagnetic metals, is among the most studied magnetotransport phenomena in condensed matter. [1] [2] [3] [4] The MR ratio, defined as ρ xx,0 /ρ xx (H), serves as a figure of merit for CMR materials, where ρ xx (H) is the longitudinal resistivity in applied magnetic field H and ρ xx,0 is the zero-field value. In the past five decades, massive research effort has produced many types of CMR materials, including perovskite manganites, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] europium chalcogenides, monoxide, and hexaboride, 7-13 chromium spinels, 14 pryochlores, 15, 16 and cobaltites. 17 MR ratios up to several orders of magnitude have been obtained.
The CMR-related research has greatly advanced the knowledge of magnetism, electron correlations, and phase transitions [1] [2] [3] [4] . Important concepts, such as magnetic polarons, 8, 9, 18, 19 and magnetic phase separation, 20, 21 have been developed. However, the physics underlying the CMR effects is often very complicated because of various material-specific complications and many-body interactions. Such complexity is probably best manifested in mixed-valence perovskite manganites, in which many degrees of freedom, including spin, charge, orbital and lattice, come into play, along with other factors, for instance substitutional disorder and strong electron correlations. [1] [2] [3] [4] In order to gain further insight into the CMR effects, it is desirable to study a simpler system in which the various experimental parameters are considerably less intertwined.
In this article we demonstrate that n-type HgCr 2 Se 4 is an excellent system to study the CMR effect. The ferromagnetism in this material arises from the superexchange interaction between Cr 3+ ions, which have three 3d electrons and thus are free from the Jahn-Teller distortion. The magnetic properties of the Cr 3+ lattice are barely influenced by conduction electrons, and the critical exponents are found very close to those of an ideal 3D Heisenberg ferromagnet. The paramagneticferromagnetic phase transition drives a well-defined insulator-metal transition with MR ratios up to five orders of magnitude. Most importantly, the CMR effect is most pronounced when spin correlations between the Cr 3+ ions are significant. Based on these observations, we suggest that spin correlations play an important role in the transport processes related to the magnetic polarons, which are responsible for the CMR effect in a broad range of temperatures in the paramagnetic phase.
HgCr 2 Se 4 has been known as a ferromagnetic semiconductor of the spinel family for several decades. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Ferromagnetic order in HgCr 2 Se 4 originates from the Cr 3+ -Se 2− -Cr 3+ superexchange interactions between nearestneighbors of Cr ions. 22 For n-type HgCr 2 Se 4 single crystals with electron densities on the order of 10 18 cm −3 , our recent Andreev reflection spectroscopy experiment has provided evidence for nearly full electron spin polarization in the ferromagnetic ground state. 27 In the present work, we focus on the magnetism near the ferromagneticparamagnetic phase transition, the metal-insulator transition and the microscopic origin of the CMR effect in n-HgCr 2 Se 4 .
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Single crystals of HgCr 2 Se 4 were grown with a chemical vapor method by using CrCl 3 or AlCl 3 as the carrier agent 23, 28 . The starting materials Hg, Cr, and Se, as well as the carrier agent, were sealed into a silica tube. They were heated at 800
• C for 5-10 days in a tube furnace. A temperature gradient of about 100
• C was used for the transport at the cooler growth end of the tube. The obtained octahedral-shaped crystals typically have sizes in a range of 0.5 to 2 mm. Electron transport measurements were carried out in helium vapor flow cryostats with a temperature range from 1.5 to 325 K and magnetic fields up to µ 0 H=14 T. The magnetization of HgCr 2 Se 4 single crystals were measured in a commercial vibrating sample magnetometer with a temperature range of 1.8-400 K and magnetic fields up to 7 T. Details of transport and magnetization measurements, as well as the method for extracting critical exponents are given in Appendix A.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our measurements have been carried out on several batches of n-type HgCr 2 Se 4 single crystals. All of the data shown in the main text were taken from a sample with an electron density of ∼ 1 × 10 18 cm −3 at liquid helium temperatures. We have also obtained similar results from other HgCr 2 Se 4 samples with comparable carrier densities. Additional magnetization and electron transport data are given in Appendices B-D. Fig. 1(a) shows the temperature dependences of the longitudinal resistivity ρ xx in magnetic fields µ 0 H=0, 1, 4 and 8 T. At T =4.2 K the electron mobility is about 4 × 10 2 cm 2 V −1 s −1 . For temperatures below ∼ 60 K, ρ xx increases slowly with increasing T . In contrast, a very rapid increase of ρ xx is observed as the temperature is further raised. At T = 118 K, ρ xx reaches a maximum, with a value about eight orders of magnitude larger than the low temperature values. Such a large temperature dependence is several orders magnitude larger than those observed by other groups in HgCr 2 Se 4 . [24] [25] [26] This clearly demonstrates a metal-insulator transition driven by the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition shown in Fig. 1(b) . 1, 10, 27 The semiconducting behavior in the paramagnetic phase can be attributed to the Fermi level being located below the conduction band minimum, whereas in the ferromagnetic phase a large spin splitting (nearly 1 eV) shifts the Fermi level above the bottom of the spindown conduction band because of strong exchange interactions between Hg-6s and Cr-3d electrons [See insets in Fig. 1(b) ]. 23, 29 At temperatures near the Curie temperature (T C ≈ 105 K), especially on the paramagnetic side, giant negative magnetoresistances are observed, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c-d) . The temperature dependence of the MR ratio is very sharp, with a maximum of 6 × 10 (e.g. ∼ 10
6 in europium monooxide, 10 and ∼ 10 3 -10 5 in manganites, 6, 30 ) and is at least two orders of magnitude larger than previously reported values for HgCr 2 Se 4 .
24,26
Another noticeable feature in Fig. 1 is that the maxima of both ρ xx and the MR ratio are located at temperatures above T C , suggesting that the metal-insulator transition and the magnetic phase transition are not fully synchronized.
More insight into the magnetism in HgCr 2 Se 4 can be gained from an analysis of the critical exponents.
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The Arrott plot in Fig. 2(a) allows for an extraction of the critical exponents from the magnetization data near T C . 31, 32 The critical exponents β, γ and δ can be obtained from fits to the following asymptotic relations:
Here M s is the spontaneous magnetization, and χ 0 is the zero-field limit of magnetic susceptibility. As shown in Fig. 2(b) and Appendix A2, these fits yield β=0.361, γ=1.372, and δ=4.84, which deviate strongly from the mean-field values (β=1/2, γ=1, and δ=3), but are close to the theoretical values for a 3D Heisenberg ferromagnet (β=0.367, γ=1.388, and δ=4.78). 33 The validity of the critical exponents analysis can be verified by the scaling plot shown in Fig. 2 
(c).
All of the data in the critical region collapse very nicely onto two curves in the
β+γ plot: one for T < T C and the other for T > T C . Such a scaling behavior is expected for the critical region of a second-order magnetic phase transition. 31 It is important to note that the magnetic properties are dominated by the superexchange-coupled Cr 3+ ions, 23 since the conduction electrons are outnumbered by Cr 3+ ions by four orders of magnitude. From the fits for extracting critical exponents β and γ, we obtain T C =105.35 K, which is close to the maximum in the temperature derivative of the zero-field resistivity, dρ xx, 0 /dT , as shown in Fig. 2(d) . The sharp peak in dρ xx, 0 /dT coincides very well with the critical region (98-117 K), determined from the M s (T ) vs. T and χ −1 0 (T ) vs. T plots in Fig. 2(b) . This implies that, due to the s-d exchange interaction, the critical behavior of the magnetic lattice is corresponding to the strongest change in the electron transport properties. Sharp peaks in dρ xx, 0 /dT at T = T C have also been observed in ferromagnetic metals. 34, 35 The critical behavior in case of metallic conductivity was explained long ago by Fisher and Langer, 36 who pointed out that short-range spin fluctuations are responsible for the singular behavior in dρ xx, 0 /dT at T = T C . The Fisher-Langer model, however, cannot be used to describe the peak in dρ xx, 0 /dT observed in this work, since ρ xx in n-HgCr 2 Se 4 is on the order of 10
5 Ω·cm or higher near T C , suggesting the transport is far from the metallic regime. Fig. 3 (a) shows a set of ρ xx (H) vs. H curves for T =100-180 K, at which the CMR effect is most pronounced. The corresponding magnetization curves are shown in Fig. 3(b) . In order to reveal the connection between transport and the magnetization, in Fig. 3 (c) we plot the normalized resistivity, defined as ρ xx (H)/ρ xx, 0 , as a function of reduced magnetization, m(H)=M (H)/M sat , where M sat is the saturation magnetization corresponding to 3 µ B /Cr 3+ . It is found that the curves for T ≥ 110 K can be approximately scaled onto a single curve. In contrast, no such scaling behavior exists for T < 110 K.
The scaling behavior between the MR and the magnetization implies that a unified description of the electron transport is possible for a broad range of temperatures in the paramagnetic phase. It is connected with a transport regime in an intermediate temperature zone illustrated in Fig. 4 . At higher temperatures [T > T * ≈ 2.1T C ≈ 220 K, zone I in Fig. 4(a) ], the transport follows a thermal activation law ρ xx ∝ exp(∆/k B T ) with ∆=0.19 eV, whereas at lower temperatures (T < T C , zone III), ρ xx drops very rapidly with decreasing T and a transition to metallic conduction takes place. In the intermediate temperature zone (T C < T < T * , zone II), the resistivity exhibits a crossover behavior between the high and low temperature regimes. These three transport regimes are correlated remarkably well with the behavior of the Tdependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibility χ −1 (T ) plotted in Fig. 4(b) . In zone I, χ −1 (T ) follows a CurieWeiss law, and ρ xx is nearly independent of the magnetic field [ Fig. 4(a) ]. The sample behaves like an ordinary semiconductor with activated transport. As temperature is lowered below T * (zone II), the susceptibility deviates from the Curie-Weiss law.
61 The zero-field resistivities in zone II are much smaller than extrapolated values from the thermal activation law extracted in zone I. When a magnetic field is applied, ρ xx in zone II drops more strongly at the lower temperature side. As a consequence, the intermediate transport regime is squeezed to a narrower range of temperatures in stronger fields, as shown in Fig. 4(a) .
IV. DISCUSSION
A crucial point of our experimental observation is the existence of the intermediate transport regime and its correspondence with the deviation of magnetic susceptibility from the Curie-Weiss law in zone II. Such deviation has been well understood and can be attributed to the spin correlations and fluctuations that are neglected in mean-field theories. 33, 37 The critical behavior of the magnetic phase transition is a result of a diverging spin correlation length at T = T C . The sharp peak in dρ xx, 0 /dT near T C [see Fig. 2(d) ] can be viewed as a manifestation of such spin correlations in electron transport due to the strong s-d exchange interaction. In contrast, when the temperature is high enough so that the spin correlations are negligible, the transport exhibits little response to the magnetic field, as illustrated in zone I, Fig. 4(a) . Taking these observations altogether, it is reasonable that the spin correlation effects are important to account for the transport properties observed in zone II.
In this intermediate temperature zone, spin correlation length becomes long enough to favor nanoscale local ordering of Cr 3+ spins. Neutron scattering measurements have confirmed such spin correlations in the Heisenberg-type ferromagnets (e.g. EuO and EuS) at temperatures below ∼ 2T C . 38 However, the transport properties of these classic magnetic semiconductors were explained in terms of magnetic polaron models without considering the spin correlation effects. 16, 18, 19, 39 The magnetic polaron is a nanoscale charge-spin composite, in which a charge carrier polarizes a number of localized spins in the lattice of magnetic ions via the exchange interaction. The existence of magnetic polarons have been confirmed by a lot of experiments, including muon spin resonance, 40, 41 and Raman scattering. 42, 43 Thermally activated transport has been observed in many The resistivity follows ρ xx ∼ exp(∆ b /k B T ), mostly in a temperature range of a few times T C to room temperature, where ∆ b is attributed to the binding energy of individual magnetic polarons, typically of order 0.1 eV. At lower temperatures, the transport was found to deviate from the thermally activated transport with a single energy barrier. Up to now, not much effort has been made to explain the lower resistivities in this temperature range quantitatively, except a work reported by Majumdar and Littlewood. 16 The equation for ∆ b (T ) given there, however, predicts larger slopes of ln ρ xx (T ) at lower temperatures, inconsistent with the data shown in Fig. 1(a) . It is noteworthy that in Ref. 16 , as well as other theoretical studies, the exchange interaction between the lattice spins are either treated on a mean field level or being neglected. 9, 16, 18, 19 Spin correlation effects are therefore not included in existing models of magnetic polarons for magnetic semiconductors, to the best of our knowledge. In the following, we suggest that spin correlations account for the transport characteristics observed in zone II.
In the n-type HgCr 2 Se 4 samples studied in this work, the charge donors are presumably Se vacancies.
62 Similar to other magnetic semiconductors with anion deficiencies, 10,11 electron clouds surrounding unionized donors lead to formation of bound magnetic polarons. 18 The sd exchange interaction (or s-f interaction in rare earth compounds) provides strong polarizing force for a small number of lattice spins overlapping with the donor wavefunctions. 9, 10, 19, 40, 41 At high temperatures, spin correlation length ξ is too short to be relevant. The lattice spins in the polarons can thus be modeled as a uniformly polarized core of sub-nm size, separated by a sharp boundary from the paramagnetic background with randomized spins. This has been the basis of previous theories of bound magnetic polarons. 16, 18, 19 At lower temperatures, increasing ξ makes this simplified picture no longer valid. Spin polarization at the core of the magnetic polarons remains large, but it decays over a distance on the order of ξ , rather than abruptly dropping to zero at the boundary. Fig. 4 (c) illustrates such polarons with the core-shell structure, in which the shell width is determined by the spin correlation length.
The magnetic polarons enlarged by spin correlations can have substantial impact on the electronic structure and transport properties in zone II. As shown in Fig. 4(c) , the s-d exchange interaction produces a 3D confinement potential for the spin-down s-orbital states. The energy levels in the quantum-dot-like structure are expected to be lower than the spin-degenerate 6s band in the paramagnetic phase. This is supported by an optical measurement by Arai et al., 23 who observed a 0.3 eV red shift of the absorption edge at temperatures above T C and the shift becoming noticeable at about 200 K. This temperature is close to T * obtained in this work, further revealing the importance of spin correlations. The empty states in the quantum-dot-like structure provide a new avenue for electron transport. The carriers bound by the donors no longer need to be excited to the spindegenerate conduction band. This can reduce the activation energy substantially, in agreement with the rapid decrease in the slope of the ln ρ xx vs. 1/T plot in Fig. 4(a) at T < T * . When the temperature is further lowered deeply into zone II, increasing ξ causes more overlapping in the wavefunctions of neighboring polarons, and the transport will eventually pass a threshold at which the polarons form a percolated network, as depicted in the bottom panel of Fig. 4(c) .
For the HgCr 2 Se 4 sample with electron density of ∼ 10 18 cm −3 at low temperatures, the nearest neighbor distance between the polarons is about 10 nm. A spin correlation length of a few nanometer should be able to establish the percolation. Even though no neutron scattering experiment has been reported for HgCr 2 Se 4 , the data from other Heisenberg-type ferromagnets imply that T − T C ∼ 10 K is probably sufficient to reach the percolation threshold. Generally speaking, the percolation type of transition exists in many CMR materials. However, it has been difficult to identify a convenient universal hallmark in transport for the onset of percolation. Nevertheless, in the HgCr 2 Se 4 samples studied in this work, the transport related to the polarons evolves from a welldefined thermally activated transport at higher temperatures (zone I). Very high resistivity (∼ 10 5 − 10 6 Ω·cm) is maintained throughout zone II. The crossover from the isolated polarons to percolation is hence not complicated by additional transport channels (e. g. two-band conductivity in EuB 6 reported in Ref.
45 ). Fig. 1(a) shows that the zero-field resistivity has a maximum at T = 118 K, which is reasonably close to the value expected for the onset of percolation. Therefore, the temperature at which the resistivity maximum appears, T Rmax , may provide a good estimate for the percolation threshold, T p , in nHgCr 2 Se 4 .
When the magnetic field is applied, the resistivity in zone II is greatly reduced. Such negative MR can be attributed to sensitive response of magnetic polarons to the external field. The Zeeman energy favors magnetic ordering, and consequently increases the core size of magnetic polarons, and therefore decreasing their binding energy. Assuming a constant total size (i. e. core + shell) of the polarons at the percolation threshold, a higher T p is thus expected for a stronger magnetic field. This is consistent with our experimental data. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , T Rmax increases from 118 K to 184 K as the magnetic field is increased from 0 to 8 T.
In a recent study of the CMR effect in EuB 6 , Amyan et al. suggested that analysis of the derivative of the MR data provides a convenient method for determining the percolation threshold. 46 Based on an experiment in combination of conventional transport, nonlinear transport and noise spectroscopy, they concluded that the minimum in the dρ xx /dH curve can be ascribed to the beginning of percolation. Because of its negative sign, the dρ xx /dH minimum is corresponding to the most sensitive response to the change in magnetic field. Shown in Fig. 5(a) are a set of dρ xx /dH curves at T =120-160 K for the HgCr 2 Se 4 sample. Each of them has a pronounced dip. The location of the minimum, H dRmin , increases monotonically with increasing temperature. It is striking that the corresponding magnetization, M (H dRmin ) remains at about 0.2M sat for all temperatures, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Similar analysis of the MR data of EuB 6 yielded a critical magnetization of ∼ 0.1M sat . It is noteworthy, however, that the spins inside the magnetic polarons (including the shell areas) are partially polarized. This suggests that the actual volume ratio could be considerably larger than 20% for HgCr 2 Se 4 and 10% in EuB 6 at the percolation threshold. As discussed in previous works on other CMR materials, network has some resemblance of granular metal films, in which percolation thresholds of about 0.5 have been observed. 49 It is however out of the scope of this work to discuss whether the percolation transition is quantum or classical in nature. Fig. 5(c) shows that the percolation thresholds determined from the two methods described above, namely (T Rmax , H) and (T , H dRmin ), agree with each other quite well. This threshold line separates zone II into two electronic phases: one with isolated magnetic polarons at low H/T and the other with percolated or merged polarons at high H/T . At high temperatures (T > T * , zone I), the lattice Cr spins are uncorrelated and the transport is thermally activated and is little influenced by the magnetic field. This is in contrast to the regions with the CMR effect, which include nearly the entire zone II and a part of zone I close to T C . It should be noted that the metallic conductivity only appears at temperatures much lower than T C . In Fig. 5(c) , a k F l e ∼ 1 line is used as a crude boundary between the metallic and insulating phases, where k F is the Fermi wavevector, and l e is the electron's mean free path.
63 Near T C , the resistivity is very high despite the transport has passed the percolation threshold. This can be attributed to strong spin fluctuations as well as the disorder effect related to the low density electron system. Truly metallic conductivity takes place only when the spontaneous magnetization is large enough such that the bottom of the conduction band drops considerably below the Fermi level to overcome the disorder effect, which arises from defects and spin excitations. Disorder induced localization has been discussed previously by Coey et al. in manganites. 51 It is also likely that the transport involves the hopping of magnetic polarons, which have a very large effective mass due to the strong coupling between the charge carriers and the magnetic lattice. The polaron localization and hopping were discussed long ago by von Molnár et al. for the high resistivity observed near T C in Eu-chalcogenides. 7, 9 V. CONCLUSION In summary, we have shown that spin correlations play a significant role in the transport properties of the CMR material n-HgCr 2 Se 4 , in which a low-density electron system is exchange-coupled to lattice spins with Heisenbergtype ferromagnetic order. For a wide range of temperatures in the paramagnetic phase, the transport is related to magnetic polarons and their effective size is dependent on the spin correlation length. The colossal negative magnetoresistance (with MR ratio up to five orders of magnitude) can be explained by a percolation type of transition from isolated magnetic polarons to a continuous network, which can be driven either by lowering the temperature or increasing magnetic field. Our work calls for further work to investigate the magnetic polarons in magnetic semiconductors and related materials, in particular with microscopic probes. This will help to gain further insight into the physics of magnetic polarons influenced by spin correlations, which have largely been neglected in previous studies.
meet the Ioffe-Regel criterion for metallic conduction. 61 Determination of T * from the susceptibility data is shown in Fig. 10 . 62 This is based on the fact that the samples tend to be n-type (p-type) after being annealed in Hg (Se) vapor. 63 The mean free path le is estimated with an effective mass of m * = 0.15me, which was obtained from an optical measurement reported in Ref. 25 .
Appendix A: ADDITIONAL DETAILS OF EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Transport measurements
Electric contacts were made with silver paint or thermally evaporated Cr/Au thin films on a flat (111) surface of HgCr 2 Se 4 single crystals. The samples are mostly 0.5-1 mm thick. Mechanical thinning or polishing was not used in order to avoid unintentional modifications of transport properties. A multiple-terminal contact geometry was used for the longitudinal resistivity and the Hall resistivity measurements. The distances between the source and drain contacts are larger than or comparable to the sample thicknesses. The standard low frequency lock-in technique was used for the measurements of the low-impedance metallic states, whereas the dc method was employed in case of very high impedances (e.g. semiconducting states at T > T C ). In the dc measurements, current pulses of both positive and negative polarities were applied alternatingly so that spurious thermoelectric effects can be removed. The input impedances of preamplifiers and voltmeters were chosen to be much larger than the sample impedances. The magnitude of the applied current was set at a low level in order to keep the transport in the linear regime. confirmed to be linear for every pair of electrical contacts used in the transport measurements.
In order to extract the longitudinal and Hall resistances without intermixing, a standard symmetrization/anitisymmetrization was applied the raw transport data with respect to two polarities of the magnetic field. Fig. 7(a) shows the Hall resistivity data of the HgCr 2 Se 4 sample discussed in the main text (Sample A) at selected temperatures from 4.2 K to 60 K and in magnetic field up to 9 T. In low field region, the nonlinear of the Hall resistivity is from the anomalous hall effect which can be attributed to the ferromagnetism of HgCr 2 Se 4 . For the curve at T =4.2 K, the anomalous Hall component has been clearly marked at inset of Fig. 7(a) by red lines. While at high magnetic fields (e.g. 6-9 T), the Hall resistivity shows a linear behavior because of the saturation in magnetization. This allows for straightforward extractions of the Hall coefficient R H . The corresponding electron densities, obtained by n e = 1/eR H , are plotted in Fig. 7(b) for several temperatures. The mobility µ can be obtained by using the relation µ = R H /ρ xx, 0 where ρ xx, 0 is the zero field resistivity [See Fig. 1(a) ]. 
Here β, γ and δ are the critical exponents, M s is the spontaneous magnetization, and χ 0 is the zero-field limit of the magnetic susceptibility. Following a method described in Ref. 55 , we obtain M s (T ) and 1/χ 0 (T) by polynomial fitting the curves in the Arrott plot and extrapolating them to the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the temperature dependences of M s (T ) and 1/χ 0 (T), and the corresponding fits to Eqs. (A3a) and (A3b).
The critical equations are only valid in a small temperature interval around T C and in low magnetic fields. Therefore, we limit our fits to a narrow range of temperatures: |ǫ| = |(T − T c )/T | < 0.05. The fit shown in Fig. 8(a) yields β=0.361 and T C =105.5 K. It also shows that the experimental M s data starts to deviate from the critical relation [Eq. A3(a)] at T =98 K, which can be regarded as the lower bound of the critical region. As shown in Fig. 8(b) , from the fit 1/χ 0 (T) data to Eq. (A3b), one obtains γ=1.372 and T C =105.2 K. Similarly, the upper bound of the critical region is determined to be T =117 K. The In(M ) vs. In(H) plots at T =105.5 K and 105 K are shown in Fig. 8(c) , from which δ=4.83 and 4.85 can be extracted, respectively. Based on this, we obtain δ=4.84 for the average value of the Curie temperature (T C =105.35 K).
The validity of the above fits can be further confirmed by a method given in Ref. 33 . The M s (T ) and 1/χ 0 (T) data can be fitted to the following equations:
As shown in Fig. 9 , the obtained values (β=0.34, T C =105.5 K and γ=1.388, T C =105.2 K) are consistent with the fits with Eqs. (4a) and (4b). From this plot, the critical region can be determined to be 98-117 K, based on where the deviation from the linear relationship takes place. This result is consistent with the analysis shown in Fig. 8 In Fig. 10(a) we replot the temperature dependence of the inverse magnetic susceptibility 1/χ of n-HgCr 2 Se 4 shown in Fig. 4(b) . The three temperature zones (I-III) are divided by two characteristic temperatures, the Curie temperature T C and T * , at which the deviation of magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) begins. In order to obtain T * more accurately, the temperature dependence of ∆χ −1 (T )=χ −1 (T ) − c(T − T θ ), is plotted in Fig. 10(b where c and T θ are temperature coefficient and the Curie-Weiss temperature, respectively. It clearly shows T * ≈220 K≈2.1T C .
Carrier density dependences of the Curie temperature
In this work, electron densities in n-type HgCr 2 Se 4 samples are in a range of 10 16 -10 18 cm −3 , and hence the carrier mediated exchange interaction is not expected to play a significant role due to the strong Cr 3+ -Se 2− -Cr 3+ superexchange interactions. This is confirmed by the measurements of the Curie temperatures of the samples from five growth batches. As shown in Fig. 11 , there is no obvious dependence of T C on the carrier density, which is determined by the Hall measurements at liquid helium temperatures. 
